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Model architectures

• Use only the lemma as                         
the source form to                          
predict the target form

• Training data > 5k
• 21 dev languages
• 23 surprise languages
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Transformer

srcform1 srcmsd1 # srcform2 srcmsd2 # tgtmsd

tgtform

(a) baseline (Fairseq) model (b) 1-src model

(c) 2-src model • Use each pair of given slots in the same 
paradigm to predict the target form

• Pick out best prediction by              
average log-likelihood/majority vote

• Training data < 2k
• 16 dev languages
• 15 surprise languages

• Use each single given slot in the same 
paradigm to predict the target form

• Pick out best prediction by            
average log-likelihood/majority vote

• Training data < 5k
• 24 dev languages
• 23 surprise languages

Procedures

Results: 1-src/2-src vs trm-single baseline Results: 1-src/2-src vs best performance of  all baselines

Train

Dev 
-
Test 
?

pahinga V;CANONICAL # V;IPFV;AGFOC          —>                  —> ?

pahinga V;NFIN # V;IPFV;AGFOC                      —>                  —> ?

nagpwahinga V;PFV;AGFOC # V;IPFV;AGFOC —>                   —> ?
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Average log-likelihood /
Majority vote

Final
Prediction

ID MSD Lexeme1 Lexeme2 Lexeme3 Lexeme4 Lexeme5

1 V;CANONICAL pahinga bayad pukpok linlang gáling
2 V;AGFOC;LGSPEC1 – magbabayad manumukpok lanlilinlang gagáling
3 V;IPFV;AGFOC ? nagbabayad namumukpok nanlilinlang gumagáling
4 V;IPFV;PFOC ⇤ binabayaran pinupukpok nililinlang iginagáling
5 V;NFIN pahinga bayad pukpok linlang gáling
6 V;PFOC;LGSPEC1 ⇤ babayaran pupukpukin ? igagáling
7 V;PFV;AGFOC nagpahinga nagbayad namukpok nanlinlang gumáling
8 V;PFV;PFOC ⇤ binayaran pinukpok nilinlang igináling

Table 1: Example of reconstructed paradigms from Tagalog data. - are slots in the development set, ? are slots
in the test set, ⇤ are slots which didn’t appear in the shared task data, and other slots which are filled with inflected
forms are slots in the training set.

output tuples for training, with checkpoints saved
every 10 epochs. The checkpoint with the smallest
loss and the last checkpoint are also saved. The
model with the best parameters was selected from
all the saved checkpoints based on the accuracy
on the development data. Beam search is used at
decoding time with a beam width of 5.

Our submission is an ensemble of predictions
from three types of models: baseline (Fairseq), 1-
src, and 2-src. These three types of models have
identical model architecture for inflection and are
different from each other in the input and output.
As the varied baseline results trained per language
family provided by the organizers did not show
consistent improvements compared to training lan-
guages separately, we train all the models per lan-
guage without using external resources. We made
our code publicly available.2

3.1 Baseline (Fairseq) model

The baseline (Fairseq) model (see Figure 1(a))
is very similar to the unaugmented per-language
Transformer baseline (Wu et al., 2020) provided by
the shared task organizers, except that the Fairseq
implementation is used and that beam search rather
than greedy search is used at decoding time. The
inputs to this model are the individual characters
of the lemma followed by the individual subtags of
the tgtmsd. For example, for the English training
triple (look, looks, V;SG;3;PRS), the in-
put to the model is l o o k V SG 3 PRS and
the gold standard output is l o o k s. Our sub-
missions for languages with 5,000 or more training
triples are generated with this model. The model
is trained for a maximum of 20,000 optimizer up-
dates for languages with 5,000 to 20,000 training

2
https://github.com/LINGuistLIU/

principal_parts_for_inflection

triples, and for a maximum of 30,000 updates for
languages with over 20,000 training triples.

3.2 Principal parts of a paradigm

The classical notion of “principal parts of a
paradigm” is the minimal subset of paradigm slots
that provides enough information according to
which the inflection forms for other slots in the
same paradigm can be correctly generated (Finkel
and Stump, 2007). The principal part may be dif-
ferent for different slots in the same paradigm, and
more than one principal part may be necessary in
order to inflect for some slots correctly. For exam-
ple, for each Tagalog lexeme in Table 1, slots 2
and 3 are very informative source forms for each
other, which are different by the first consonant, or
the presence or absence of um in the prefix. Slot
3 can predict slot 7 very well, and slot 8 can be
easily generated from slot 4. Inflection of slot 6
is the most complex in the paradigms, for which
slot 4 together with the lemma, i.e. slot 1, can
be informative but not sufficient. Therefore, the
lemma is not always a good choice as the source
to generate all other slot forms from, and we can
expect the morphological inflection system to be
more effective and efficient if the principal parts
information is incorporated.

The 1-src model (see Figure 1(b)) and the 2-
src model (see Figure 1(c)) leverage the idea of
paradigm principal parts. To do this, we first recon-
struct the paradigm for each lexeme in the shared
task data, from which we prepare input and output
data for the inflection models.

We assume that each part-of-speech (henceforth
POS) in a language has its own set of morphosyn-
tactic descriptions (henceforth MSDs), which can
be obtained by collecting the tgtmsd types in the
training, development and test data for the lan-
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